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Abstract
The investigating members of the Mathematics Department of
Clemson University, under an extension of NASA Contract 8-11259,
investigated an application of a least squares estimator, a
I	 I
minimum variance unbiased estimator, and Kalman's filter to a
linear mathematical model. The model considered had an exact
transition matrix. By using approximations to the known matrix,
comparisons were made of the various estimators.
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ISummary
A review of the concepts of least squares (L. S.) and minimum
variance unbiased (M. V. U.) estimators as well as the Kalman fil-
ter is given. The L. S. and M. V. U. estimators are then derived
for a multivariate linear model.
The L. S. and M. V. U. estimators and the Kalman filter are
applied to the problem of trajector estimation.
A mathematical model is constructed to illustrate these three
estimators. The model is that of a particle in force free flight
on a parabolic curve in the x-y plane. With this model toe state
vector is estimated; that is, the position and velocity of the
particle is estimated at a final time. Additive noise In the
observations is employed.
An exact transition matrix is obtained for the,linear model.
Approximate transition matrices are derived using Taylor series
expansions in order to compare the three estimation schemes.
The dynamical system is particularized to generate a sequence
of simulation runs. There are eight computer runs for each
estimation scheme due to alternate selections of transition matrices
and variations in the observation schedule.
The data is analyzed and presented in tabular form. The
results exhibited in these tables indicate for the model employed
the Kalman filter gave the "best" results.
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rChapter I: .introduction
Considerable investigation in the past few ,years concerning
spac ,a navigation problems has focused on three estimation techni-
ques; least square estimator, minimum variance unbiased estimator,
and statistical filter theory developed by R. L. Kalman.
The least square technique [1], one of the oldest methods of
estimation, goes back to Gauss who first developed this technique.
Generally it is used for estimation of parameters in a linear model.
I
Let X 1 , X21 • . ., Xn
 be independent random variables such that
E(X i ) _ X 1 + x2yi where y i is a known constant and ^ l and X2 are
unknown constants. Considez the quadratic function
n
w ( X 1 ) X2)	 ., "{n , X l , '^ 2 ) _	 x [ Xi - x 1 - a 2 y i ] 2 .	 (l.l)i=1
Let x 1
 and a 2 be the estimates of X 1 and a 2
 respectively which
minimize (1.1), then ^ 1 and 
^2 are called least squares estimates of
x 1
 and a,,. The so-called normal equations
3w(X 1 , X 23	
. .3 
Xn' 'l-9
	 n
-2	 [ Xi - ^ 1 - x 2 y i ] = 0,
1	 i=1
n	 n
or	 Xi = nX i + nX 2	 yi)
i=1
	 i=1
(1.2)
and dw(X1'	 .3 Xn, X1.,x2) _
	 n-2 
a^	
[Xi - a 1 
._ x 2y i ] yi = 0,
2	 i=l
n	 n	 n	 2
or	 i ^ l y iXi = a li ^ l y i + a2yi 
can be solved for a 1 and a 2 . One can thus obtain
	
.{ 
^^^ti::	
>s	
r f L	 "i°`	 i ^'^'a' t y(o, + s(
ALL
^__^ 	 }w.	 .s-.	 ;'°ay^7 .,J.TS :. 	 .tea ^F t *.r ..	 r '^' RQ .:,	 ,rt t	 s	 iR _..	 ^. ^
..	 r	 4	 x ^ ,?qE'.
	
:r..	 ^^j4 t_ x "	 ^ ^ i^	-	 '^r,iAs»a}^	 •^^°	 ^o^	 ^i.'4^ r -1	 ^Y	 i'^	 j	 ^:	 t	 4 'c^'	 ^i	 _	 ^^^.:
Y
cI
G
n
(X i - X)(y i - Y)
a 2 = inl
	
	 (l.u)
(y i - Y)2
i=1
and	 X1 = X - a 2 Y.	 (1.5)
To define an unbiased estimate, let X 1 , X23 • • •, X n be
independent random variables. A function of X l , X 2 , •	 •, Xn,
O(X 1 , X ` , • • •) Xn ), is said to be an unbiased estimator of a if
E[(D( X 1 , X2) . . ., Xn )] = X.	 (1.6)
If
E [ (D ( X l
-'
 
X21 . . ..' X n )] = a + b,	 b # 0
then 4 1 (X. 1 , X 2 ,
	
X 	 is said to be a biased estimate of a with
expected bias b.
Inti.jitively, a loss function assigns a penalty to the error
made in estimation. Consider the loss function L((D, X) = (4) - X)2.
Assume the value of X is unknown. This unknown value of a can be
estimated by (D; if a value of (D is close enough to X the corresponding
loss will be small, if it is not, then the loss will be large. Thus,
one is interested in finding (D such that
E[(4) - a) 2 ] < E[((D' - x) 2 ]	 for every 40 .	 (1.8)
Then (D has minimum mean square error and it is called a minimum mean
square error estimate.
Now in addition, assume that 4) and 4' are unbiased estimators
of X then (1.8) implies that (D has minimum variance and hence it is
a minimum variance unbiased estimator.
MEMO
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IKalman'. statistical filter is a 1),urticular fc,rmulation of tr
I	 :solution to the Weiner problem. Kalman [2] expresse.,a t1w under-
lying situation as, a dynamic model
x(t + 1) = q)(t + 1; t)x(t) + u(t),
	 (1,9)
Y (t) = M(t)x(t),	 (1.10)
where u(t ) is an independent normally distributed random
of n-vectors with zero mean and covariance matrix Q(t), x(t) i.> An
n-vector, y(t) I.- a p-vector (p < n), and ^1)(t' + 1; t), M(t) area n x n
w	 —
arid p X n matrices, respectively, with elements as non-random functions
of time. The problem is to find an estimate, x*(t + 11t) of x(t + 1)
which minimizes the expected loss; given the observed values y(t0),
•	 •, y(t) that are assumed to be linearly independent.
The assumed normal distribution hypothesis implies that the
optimal estimate would be the
	
s
	 same as if the optimal estimate way
restricted to a -._inear function of the observed random variables
and a loss function L(e) = E 2 , where E is the difference between the quan-
tity
	 to be estimated and the estimator.
A dynamic model that is more applicable to trajectory analysis
is Solloway's C31
x(t
n+l )	 1^(tn+1' tn)x(tn)'	 (1.11)
I
Y(tn) = M(tdx(t n ) + u(t n ),	 (1.12)
where u(t n ) is an independent random process of p-vectors with zero
mean and known covariance matrix, Q(t ) i.e.
n
t
tr
Q0,11) = I;[u(tiduI (tri) ^
E[u(L11)uI (trd] = 0 3 	 n	 in
E[u(t n ) ] = 0	 for all :.
Therime notation on a matrix is used to indicate the trans
	
ej.p	 Xo.
The problem is then to find an updated estimate x*(t n ) of the state
x(t n ) by using the observation y(t n
 and an estimate x(t n ) based car:
the observations y(t 0 ), y(t 1 ),	 •, y(t n-1 ). The covariance matrix
P(t n ) of the error in estimate x(t n ) is assumed to be known. The
criteria used in establishing the updated estimate x*(t n ) is to
minimize the trace of the covariance matrix
E[jx(t n ) - x(tn)}{x(tn) - x*(tn)}'].
The solution of Sollowa,y's model, using R. E. Kalman's result,
can be represented by
x*(t n ) = x(t n j + P(tn)M'(tn)(M(tn)P(tn)M'(tn)
+ Q(tn))-1(Y(tn) - Y(t n ))	 (1.13)
where
Y(tn) = M ( t n ) x ( t n )^	 (1.14)
x(t n ) = 4)(t ri' tn-1)x*(tn-1)'	 (1.15)
P;t n ) = `D(t n  t n-1 )P*(t n-1 )(DI(t n' to-1)•	 (1.16)
The covariance matrix, P*(t n ), of the error in the estimate is
r	 b
ff
P (t, ri ) - I (Lr^) - P(t ri )i4 1 (t n )(M(t n )P(t n )M I (t rd + Q(tn))- i IN, (t n )P(t, n ) .
(1.17)
An initial 013tlrltatU x(t U ) acid thF. covariance matrix P(t 0 ) of the
error in the estimate is required to Initiate thF, lterative ,scheme.
The major, difficulty in applications i s that the :,;tatc, transition
matrix 4) is not known analytically. Since any application of t;h(,,
previously mentioned estimation schemes assumes that the transition
matrix is the exact transition matrix for the given dynamic system,
the accuracy of the estimator is as good as the approximation of the
transition matrix. A major task of this study is to compare the
accuracy of these estimation schemes when approximate transition
matrices are used.
C
tChapt(-^r 11:	 Lcatot fl)quaro7, and Minimum Variance Unbla!3ed E.."timatur!)
oomt ,
 aopocts of linear least -,quares procedure.-, and minimum
variance unbiaoe(] e ,. , tImatov procedure,-, need to be considered In more
generality and detail than in Chapter I.
ti
Matrices whose elements are functions of sovf--ai variables, will
be encountered and in particular interest will be centered on matricel,
which result from considering partial derivatives of the elemont,,,,
of the matrices. Let q l ,	 q
n be n independent variables. De-
fine the matrix of partial derivative operators formally as the vector,
Enxil
Dql
V Enxilq 
L 3qn J
The vector V 
q operates only on the transpose of column vectors.
Let x be the vector whose j" h component is x
	 x (ql ,	 q
j	 n)
Then
Dql
V q 
Enxllxlllxpl-	 EX13	 x p I
aq n
I
F
	ax e 	ax,,	 ax
	
3 x ax.,
	
x
	
^q_	 Dq	 D q
L	
11	 n	 11
Usually the operator © q
 
is applied to quadratic forms
i x 1 matrices). The followln^, theorem will be useful..
Theorem 2.1. Let Q - A I 4A where A is a vector whose element,,-,
are functions of the independent variables q l , • • -, q 
n 
and (P Is
a symmetric positive definite matrix. If the partial derivatives
exist, then
V
q
Q = 2(VqA')4) A.
The proof of this theorem may be found in reference [4].
The following theorem from calcu.Lus concerning maxima and
minima of functions is stated without proof.
Theorem 2.2. If f(qlj q 2 $ • • o ) q n) is a function of n
independent variables and if all partials af/aq i
 are continuous,
then f attains its maxima and minima only at the points where
of	 of	 o f	
0
aq,	 D q 2	 q n
In least square linear estimation one proceeds as follows.
Lt.-+: yl,	 Yn be a series of observation vectors where
Y i	 (y ijj	 yiv) and
y 
t = C y l t	 Yn 
11
AW
t4
that r1V > q an,1
y I 
11VX 11 . 
, ,
LnvxlJ + x[nvxiJ
1
= aioaii + nolse,
and where E.LYJ = m and m = A EnvxqJ b Lqx1j
A Is a known matrix of non-random quantItie ,3 and it is of full
The b I I s arcs unknown constants. [The assumption that A is of full
singular and hence (A' A) -1 exists.]rank Implies that A I A is non-
If A Is not of full rank then the methods of generalized inverses
may be used.
	 The assumption that Ey = m is equivalent to the
assumption that Ex = 0.
The least squares linear unbiased estimate of b, is defined
to be the vector 6 which minimizes the quadratic function,
R(b) = (y - Ab)'(y - Ab) .	 (2.2)
Now applyIn g V to R(b) and -setting the resulting vector of0 b	
partials equal to zero, the critical value(s) will be obtained as
stated in Theorem (2.2). It follows from Theorem (2.1) that,
V b R(b) = -2A I y + 2AIAb
which yields
A
b = (A'A) -1 Aly
it is easy to show then that b is actually a minimum and that
the covariance matrix of the error, b
	 is given by
(A I A) -1 A I E(x xl)A(AIA)-
I
4
6
H(b) x (y - Ab)'4)- I (y - Ali)
C!
I
In w" INY' 10 ' ed leaVtr cquaro,3 11near
	 as:,,uric, twit
wil. , orval, Ion.- av(! of the form of t-quit I on (i l . I	 of u.^Ilwl
the following; quadratic furiction I , ii:;ed;
where ^ Is fa posIti,, , e definite symmetric matrix. The well htod
A
loaot ,
 squares linear votimate of b, denoted b(,, 11,1) the vector
which minimizes equation (2.3).
One may again use © b
 to determine bA 
^ 
as):
b	 y
and furthermore show that R(b) in equation (2.3) is minimum when
A
we use b (D and 4) = E(x x 1), (i.e.,the "best" weighing matrix
is the covariance matrix of the "noise"). Under these conditions the
covariance matrix of the error, b - b^ , is
^ = (A E(x xl)- 1 A)- 1 .
Attention is now turned to the problem of a minimum variance
unbiased estimator.
Theorem 2.3. Let Xl,	 X n be n p-vector valued random
variables with mean vector U. Let W
	 Wn be n weighing
matrices with dimensions p x p. If EW	 I, then X = EW i Xi is an
unbiased estimator of p.
I
I
i
i (')
Ewillljx 
I
W
ifeep X i3 unbiased as an estimator of
Theorem P. 11.	 if X 1) - - -) Xn are n uncorrelated p-v(,.ctor
valued random variables with mean vector , 'p and covariance rnatrlc"N ."
('l'	 1)n and W 1 , . . . ) Wn are n p x p weighing matrices,
then the covariance matrix of X - EW i X it denoted by P is given by
1 1 = EW i (D i w
IProof: By definition
f	
E[(x- - EX- )( x-
 - EX)'].
X- )' = ( EW X	 EX(R - ERXX
	
E	 EW	 )(zw i X	 EW iEX i)
(Ew (X J. - EX 0)(Ewi (X i	 EX i)),
(Ew i (X i - EX i))(E(Xi - EX i )1w 1 1)
Ewi (X	 EX XX	 EX 
)Vw I
	
+ E E w 
i 
(X i	 EX i)(X i
	
EX i 
)twit*
i#j
Hence
P = E(X	 EX)(X	 EX)'
) I WEW E(X	 EX (X	 EX	 + E E w E (X	 EX)(X	 EX ) I wi
i#j
I
FF
1i1.
by definition,	 E (X	 EX) (X) I ,	 iE X	 "inc (, X	 oi	 i and X area
uncorreiated, I
E(X	 EX i ) (x. j	
EX
j
 )I = C.
11 e n c (-,
EW i (P i W
Corollary 2.1. If X l ) • • 4 .9 X n are n uncorrelated j)-voctor
valued random variables with mean vector P and covariance matrI.ce-0
4)
n 
where each is non-singular and W l .	 Wn are
^ = [E^ -1 1 -1 (D -1defined by W i	 then X = EW i X J. is an unbiased estimator
of p and the covariance matrix of X, denoted by P, is given by
-1 -1
P	 EE(D J" I
Proof: [ED
	
is well defined since each 4 is nonsingular
i
and positive definite (i.e.., 'i;he rank of P is P).
Since	 E W 
i 
= EEDD 
-1 ]- 1 (D
i j
AX is an unbiased estimator of p. (Theorem 2.3).
By Theorem 2.4,
P	 EW 1 4) 1 W i
J-	 (E(D J- 
1
J-
(E(D J- 1 (ZO J-
i	 i
A
kA
1P
I
x
I'
z
I
Before proof of the next theorem is presented, sum new
notation is introduced.
Let
1
0	 .	 .	 .	 0
Cnpxnp
0
2	
0
0 0 n
and
I*	 _	 (I I I)Cp"nP1
where I is the p x p identity matrix.
It is eas i ly seen that
^D 1
-1 0 0
0 ^2-1 0
0 0 0 -1
^ n
Let W =	 (W 1 ,	 W 2 ,	 . . .$	 Wn)[pxnp]
and W =	 (W1 , W2 ,	 . .	 Cpxnp^'	 Wn) 
Now Theorem 2.3 states that if EWi = I. then X is unbiased.
But
EWi = WI* I.
Notice also that in Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.4
F = CE^D^-la-1
and	 p = Wow'.
Recall also that if A is a positive definite symmetric matrix
then A may be expressed as
A = AA A;2
where Alz is non-singular and A ;t inverse is denoted by A_ ;2 . Also
A	 A	 and A is symmetric.
	
Corollary 2.2. If	 EWi X i is an unbiased estimator of uand
each (D i
 
is nonsingular then WI*' = I and P is nonsingular.
Proof: Since X is unbiased
E(R - p) = E(EW 
i 
Xi
= EW 
i 
EXi
= EW 
i
ll -
= (EW i - I)p	 0	 for all
Hence	 EW - I = 0
and	 EW = WI*' = I.
Since (D is positive definite and symmetric
91	
= 4) :-2 (D ;k
where ^D is nonsingular.
The rank of 4)W l equals the rank of W 1 which is the same as the
rank of W.
Since WI*' = I and the rank W < p we have
p	 rank I = rank WI*'
< min(rank W, rank I*')
< rank W < p.
t
Rills -
..	 .	 i	 ^..,». G, , ..an	 ' ^^y	
^	 -1r"'H`>- a9` ^'' t'!t: tw Y. . d . +a	 1	 ^+'^'	 :-	 R„+	 -	 .. es. '^"	 ,3	 '^.	 ,
t
r
and
and
I Ij
Hence rank W = p and rank OW' = p and thus
N
P = w4)W'
= W(D310w ►
= (W(D ;I ) (W(D1g)
and has rank p.
The following theorem is stated without proof [5, p. 62-631.
Theorem 2:5. If F and G are m x g matrices where m > g and
rank F and rank G is g then,
F I F > (G'F)'(G'G)-1(G'F)
where a positive definite matrix A is less than or equal to a
positive definite matrix B denoted A < B if and only if B - A is
non-negative definite.
Theorem 2.6. Let X l ,	 •, X  be random vectors as in
Corollary 2.1. X is the minimum variance unbiased estimator of u
A
i.i the class of unbiased estimators of the form X = EW iX i (i.e.,
P < P for all choices of X).
N
Proof: Let X = EW iX i . Since X is unbiased
WI*' = I = (I*W')'.
In Theorem 2.5, let F' = W45 11
 = ((D :-2 	 and G
= (I*(D-;^)I,
F is np x p and G is np x p and each is of rank p and np > p
for all n. Since
F'F = P
G'G = P-1
rank (F'F) = rank F
I
.e^ "'i'.Ya
	
*^1> ^	 '+^ r, ^T.+k	 ^^ ^ `. r ^^	 A'! ^	 fr.n+'1F° la-y .: ^	 'a	 9 ah .•'i4. 
"'p s..c .'^f..7r i
o
^'^al3t ir'. .' a.w ._ .4^kett^"Y.^.r'fi^ `•
	
tae a. ... Z.... .. :.:.Ali.^.	 : 1iiA.s	 a,.,, ie.:"Sr1► r^.'r• as..ucl^ l^lvA^ziS'"Jffliw'. 	 s.
r	 ^l
I	 ,
and	 rank (G I G) = rank G $
t hu:a both
	
G and F are of rank p.
But the inequality in the previous theorem y
(F'F) = (M) OW') = WIW' = P
( Icp- z^^zyJ ,) , (I^-	 -I ^)-1(I^
(I*W,),(I*I)-1I*,)-1(I*W')
(I*4)-12')- 1 - P .
The minimum variance unbiased estimator
as
X = [I*(D-1I*,]-lI*4)-1X.
The following theorem is a well-known r
Theorem 2.7. Let X 1 , • • •, X  be rand
unccrrelated and have mean vector p. The 1e
of p is given by
X = 1 EX i
 .
X is unbiased and has covariance matrix P gi
P = (I^I^ ► )-lI^^I^,(I^I^,)-1
(
n
 I)I^^I^ ► (
n
 I)
n2 Eli
From the theory of weighted least squares the following result
is obtained.
.. 
f	 {'K x^^^ f..4^r ^^r .^,
	
..	
_^	
^h 4	 ^	 ,^ x '^.>	 i	 . x t :`^ -'	 ;*,s < t' '. ."aa ^, , yl.'^"	 ,,.•^`^^ +' ;x,. ;^ 	 f !^ ^+`	 F^?`yf;
o,^ 4C
•'	 ^	 ^aX	 y x^. ^	 +. '4,^"
	
-^^"..^,^:^	 . ^"." ^. ,	 :^,+^ aaa d c. ,,	
,.	 v .3
	 r r` ^'	 «r,^ .i4 ^	 +" S M: *	 '_
^!	 ky'	 .* ^t	 rte: r*, .rb ti
	^ ^:F'	 fir.; ._ ^ hY y ^, 3^ t 1 	 ^rar,^wnf ;^^"	 + °Yr
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Theorem 2.8. If X l , • • . , Xn are n uncorrelated p-vector
valued random variable	 with mean vector p and non-singular
covariance matrices (D 1 , •	 •I ^ n respectively, then the welghted
least square estimator for u which has the smallest covariance
matrix is X.
Hence the linear minimum variance unbiased estimator, and the
weighted least squares estimator coincide.
chapter TII: Application of L. S. and 1M. V. U. Eotimator.,
to Tra,jector Estimation
The least square (L. a.) estimator, the minimum variance
unbiased (M. V. U.) estimator, and the Kalman filter will be applled
to aarabolic traj ectory. Tt is known i;hat if the a ,te-^m (loomingp Y	 _.
they
 trajectory is known, that is, the transition matrix is riven In
closed form, then the M. V. U. estimator and Kalman's filter are
equivalent []. Thus, for large samples one would expect that under
conditions for which all three methods of estimation are applicable
the estimators would yield essentially the same results. If the
transition matrix associated with the trajectory is approximated,
then an analysis of the estimation results using the three methods
will be useful.
For this analysis the following assumptions are made:
(1) Assume that at each observation time t i one is able to
obtain independent unbiased estimates of the state vector with a
known covariance matrix.
(2) Assume that the transition matrix is known and has the
standard properties [6].
The problem then considered is to estimate the state vector
by the three methods mentioned previously at some later time tf.
Let x(t 1 ), 1 = 0, 1, 2,	 •, n, where t o < t f , be an unbiased
estimator of the state vector x(t i ) with nonsingular covariance
a
matrix Cov('(ti)). Since 4) is a transition matrix with nonrandom
elements then it can be shown that
I
^;^ =ter'-
1 ^^
x (i) ( t f ) = fi(L f ; t i )x(t i )	 (3. 1)
R
	
	 i:; an uribisoed estimator of the state vector at time tf) x(tf) .
The covariance matrix of x (i)( t f ) is giveri by
C t f ; t i )Cov(x(t i ))(D'( t f ; t i ).	 (3.2)
From Theorem 2.7 it follows that the L. S. estimator I.,,
g	
n
xL ( t f ) = n + 1
	
	
^(tf; t i )x(t i ).	 (3.3)
i=0
It also is seen that the covariance matrix of x L (t f ) is
n
C;ov( xL(t f )) _
	
+ 
1 ) - 2 I (D(t f ; t i )Cov(x(t i ))4)'(t f ; t i ) •	 (3.4)
^.	 i=0
Theorem 2.6 yields the M. V. U. estimator of x(t )f
n
-1
x M (t f ) _	 I [4)(t f ; ti)Cov(x(ti)),^' (t f ;
 
ti)]
i=0
w
n	 1 ^(j. )
X i ^ 0 [(D( t f ; t i )Cov (x(t i)W ( t f ; t i )] x ( t f ), (3.5)
where x(i)(t f ) is given by equation (3. 1). The covariance matrix of
xM ( t f ) is
n
-1
Cov(x^M (t f )) _	 I [4)(t f ; ti)Cov(x(ti)),^'(tf; t i )rl	(3.6)
i-0
It must be emphasized that these equations are valid only when
the transition matrix (D is exactly known. Computer oriented flow
charts of these two estimators (L. S. and M. V. U.) as well as one of
Kalman's filter will appear in Chapter IV.
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IChapter IV ,  The Mathematical '11odol
The basic mathematical model is that of a particit , In forco
f'ree flight on a parabolle curv(.;, In the x-y plano. With thifl,
model, thc estimation techniques are used to estimat.- tho po.clil .ton
and velocity of the particle (i.e., the state of thu dynar ,.iItl-
T11e following standard notation will be needed;
dx/dt,
dy/dt,
d 2 x/dt 2
d 2 y/dt 2
y (n) = d n y/d tn.	 n = 1, 2, 3s
The basic parametric equations which describe the motion of
the particle are chosen to be:
x(t) = 100 + at,
t > 0	 (4.1)
y(t) = 100 + brt$
where a and b may be considered as orbital parameters and the
independent variable t is considered as time. From equation (4.1),
a,
bl(2V—t)s
(4.2)
0,
-b/(4t 3/2	-y/(2t).
Choosing the components of the system to be the quantities
x 1 ( t ) = X(t), x 2 (t) = Y(t), x 3 (t) = xW, and x 4 (t) = Y(";
equations (4.1) and (4.2) produce a force free linear ., time variant
dynamic system
t
20
x(t) n F(t) x(t)	 (4.3)
where
x(t) W (x l (t), x 2 (t), x 3 (t), x 4 ( t))' n (x(t), Y( t )a x ( t )a Y(t))'a
x(t)	 (x l (t), x 2 (t)a x 3 ( t )a x 4 (t))' s (X(t) t Y( t )a R ( t )a Y(t))'a
and
0	 0	 1	 0
0	 0	 0	 1
F(t) _	 (4.4)
0	 0	 0	 0
0	 0	 0 -1/(2t)
It is interesting to note that F(t) does not depend on the orbital
parameters a and b.
The next problem is to determine the state transition matrix,
0
that is the matrix, O(t; t 0 ), that relates the state vector at time
t 0
 to the state vector at time t. More precisely one needs to deter-
mine a matrix O(t; t 0 ) such that x(t) = O(t; t 0 ) x(t 0).
This problem is fundamental in the theory of dynamic systems
and can generally be solved in several ways, some more appropriate
than others. The initial step in determining the transition matrix
is to solve the system of differential equations given in equation
(4.3). In many cases an approximate solution must be obtained by
numerical methods; but, in this example, an analytic solution is
easily obtained.
The general solution of equation (4.3) is
x(t) = A(t)c, for all t > 0
	 (4.5)
where
4
a
y	 _	 3
'-x'	 ; a
	
♦ ^^(, d',,y,Y^4
	 ^ ^	
lake	
^ ,r 
	 d	 t	 ^' Saab#k '1 'Sly t^ .^^ ^, i ^ 
^ A ^^ ` ^ y r+^ 'i#^	 "^4 • -	 W
e	 A^	 w
i
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f
t	 1	 0	 0
0	 0	 2t	 =
A(t) •
1	 0	 0	 0
o	 0	 t-	 a
and c' _ (c l , c 2 , c 3
, 0
4 ), a vector of arbitrary c%,:astants.
Given an initial condition x(t 0 ) for the state vector, the
technique is to solve for the arbitrary constant c and thus,
eliminate c in equation (4.5).
Since A(t) is non-singular for t a 0, the inverse of A(t)
exists, i.e.,
0	 0	 1	 0
A- 1 (t)	 1	 0	 -t	 0
0 0 0	 0
0	 1	 0	 -2t
In equation (4.5) allow t to be equal to t 0 and multiply on
the left by A -1 (to) to obtain
c s A-l(t0)x(t0).
Substituting equation (4.8) into equation (4.5) gives
x(t) 
= A(t)A-1(t0)x(t0).
Equation (4.9) shows that A(t)A -1 (t 0 ) is a transition matrix.
(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)
,t,.T :f'
,3.,,^ *„tT j ak + k ^^ t ^ ^ a	 ^^.	 _ :",j"^	 'sy _v, v ,^, d^ "° Kick ^' y+"".^,
u	
pF^^k?liL.^ri+iia^srl^^w '^11r.+111-c :}^
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Let
C't; t 0 ) n 
A(t)A-l(t0)
1	 0	 t-t 0 	
0	 1	 0	 2(t t0)^-2t0
	
n 	 (4.1U)
0	 0	 1	 0
0 0	 0	 (t0/0
Thus, x(t) - O(t; t 0 )x(t 0 ).	 (4.11)
At this stage the transition matrix given in equation (4.10) is
cited to relating the state vector at to to the state vector at
time t. In using :he transition matrix it is desirable to have
C t 2 ; t l ), t 2 1 t l
 > 0, that is, a matrix satisfying the relation-
ship
x(t 2) s Ct 2 ; tl)x(t1).
Next the expression for t(t 2 ; t l ) is derived. By equation
(4.11)
x(t2) i O( ' ; t0)x(t0)
and	 x(tl) U 'O(t l ; t0)x(t0).
Since 0-1 (t; t 0 ) exists
x(t 0 ) : 0-1 (t
1
; t
o 
Wt 1).
Substitution gives
	
x(t 2 )	 m(t 2 ; to W 1 (t 1 ; toWt1)
• O(t2; YON; tl)x(tl).
Furthermore,
s
t
• a	
`fr+^ ^S °;€4 ^ `E^,^*' ^*^,*'+^''`,.",A^	 # #,; f 4	 *r.	 7	 °,
,m	 G .^r-	 ,'^+w'`cri	 ^	 ^,i=a ,^ a'	 ^	 t.	
^T	 .^ab r. •
.E	 ^i.c.f	 . X„j	 f!i"! w^ w
	
AM'RJ,
	 y	 .?i,	 ";N+^	 ^.	 1^
^	 c
C^sF
w
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4P(t 2 ; t l ) = W(t 2 ; '0Mt0; ti)
= A(t2)A-1(t0)A(t0)A-1(t1)
= A(t2)A-1(t1)
F	 1	 0	 t 2 -t 1	 0
0	 1	 0	 (t1t2);9-2tl
_	 (4.12)
0	 0	 1	 0
0	 0	 0	 (tl/t2)
Reviewing, the particle in force free flight is represented
by the set of differential equations given in equation (4.3),
where F(t) is given in equation (4.4). The exact state transition
matrix for any two times t2 and t  is given in equation (4.12).
For comparison purposes 41 k ( t 2 ; t l ), i.e., approximations of the
state transition matrix, are derived for integer values of k. The
two main tools used in this development are Taylor series expansions
and a recursive relation between y (n) (t) and y(t).
Notice in equation (4.2), :"(t) = 0 and consequently, all the
higher derivatives of x(t) with respect to the independent variable
t will be zero. This is not true for y(t).
In equation (4.2)
y (2) (t) _ -Y(1)(t)/(2t)
(- 11)2-1(1)t-(2-1)y(1)(t).
	 (4.13)
It follows from equation (4.2) that
I
r
T^i' ^	 a .	 ^'. r	 s -^',^!'°.•.^a^ :	 v. ""+.y 
c Cb^'' s ^ ry	 # .__^`	 '!y 	 1	 'o• y^j ^.1^ t,,,r,b < ^ ^^y4 d`n', ttt ^ ; "C ". -	 c &::° . "" `' ^^a ^^	 ~ ^ t:-
^^	 '^ *	
«2 ^
	 ! a ^ ^
+
v
,
: n`^ t ,1-+^^, 9+ +.y	
,1.'^	
.er	 ,^'r- 	 ^ '^,	
^ ^	 iD^P,.'^	 •♦ 	 i a,	 .,.F '^	 j ", a.+to t	''^^	 '..	
^..	
._t.
di^P?.kv-1-a^(''!
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y(3) (t) _ (3/2)(-;4)t-5/2
_ (-9t) 3- l( 3)( l)t-( 3-l)y(1)(t)•
By mathematical induction, it follows that for n > 2
Y(n)(t) _ ( -,)n-1(2n- 3)(2n-5) . . . (3)(1)t-(n-1)y(1)(t).	 (4.14)
Equation (4.14) represents a recursive formula for the nth deriva-
tive of y(t) with respect to the independent variable in terms of
y (1) (t). This formula will be used in the Taylor expansion of y(t).
One form of the Taylor series expansion is:
f(x + h) _ I hnf(n)(x)/nl
n=0
Since y(t) satisfies the hypothesis of Taylor's Theorem, for
h = (t 2
 - t1)
Y( t 2 ) = Y( t l + h)
0'
= I(t2 - t1)n (n)y	 (t l )/n!	 (4.15)
n 0 
Substituting equation (4.14) into equation (4.15) gives
Y(t 2 ) = Y(t l ) + (t 2 - t l )y (1) (t 1 ) + I (t 2 - t1)n(-l)n-12-2n+1
n=2
(2n) (2n- 1)-lt1-( n-1)	 (4.16)
For convenience equation (4.16) will be written as
Y(t2) - Y(t l ) + (t 2 - t l ) y (1) ( t 1 ) + y (1) (t 1 )S(t 2 ; t l ),	 (4.17)
where
n
S(t , t ) = t	 ^' t
	 (-^)n-12-2n+1 2n 2n-1)
-1 .2^ 1
	
1 
n^2	 t l	
n (	 (4.18)
I
A
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It is easy to verify by D'Alembert's ratio test that this
series is absolutely convergent for t 2 < 2t 1
 and t  < t2'
Analogous to equation (4.17), the relationship in equation
(4.14) gives a Taylor series expansion
y(t 2 ) = y(t 1 )R(t 2 ; t l )	 (4.19)
where
n
	
R(t ; t )	 1 + ^ t 2 t - tl	 (-1) n 2 -2n (nn )	 (4.20)
	2	 1	
n=1	 1
R(t 2 ; t l ) is absolutely convergent for t 2 < 2t 1 and t  < t2'
Define for k > 1
n
S (t ; t )	 t	 t-^---1	 (-1) n-1 2 -2n+1(2ri (2n-1)-1	 (4,21)k 2	 1	 1 n=1
	 tl
and
n
	
R ( t ; t ) = 1 + 1 t 2 t----	 11	 ( -1) n 2 -2n (2rn)	 (4.22)
	
k 2 1	
n=1	 1 -)
One can approximate y(t 2 ) to any degree of numerical accuracy
by equatit:,. (4.15) and (4.21) with an appropriate choice of k.
Likewise y(t 2 ) can be approximated as close as desired.
The approximate transition matrix is defined as
1
0k(t2; tl) =	 0
0
0
µ	 A
0	 t 2 -t 1	 0
1	 0	 Sk(t2;t1)
	 (4.23)
0	 1	 0
0	 0	 Rk(t2;tl)
J
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It should be noted that the approximate 0 matrix 0 k (t 2 ; tl)
does not have all of the properties of the exact transition matrix.
For instance, in the approximate matrix,
4^ k (t 2 ; tC)	 0k(t2; t l ) 0k ( t l ; to),
and also;due to the approximation the transition matrices 
0k 
may be
singular.
Figures 1, 2, and 3 are computer orientated flow charts for the
L. S. estimator, M. V. U. estimator, and C. B. Solloway's solution
of the Kalman problem, respectively.
The estimates x(t i ) in Figures 1 and 2 are generated by adding
to the actual states at time t i normal (Gaussian) random numbers with
zero means. The variance of the random number added to the jth
components of u(t i ) is given by the jth diagonal elements in Q(ti).
The "observations" y(t n ) in Figure 3 are generated the same way.
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9Chapter V: Simulation Details and Results
The dynamical system stated in the previous section is now
particularized to generate a sequence of simulation runs. Since
the parametric equations given by (4.1) describes a family of trajec-
tories depending on the parameters a and b; a particular ­,(,1P.ctJon
of a = -25 and b m
 100 is specified. This choice determines a
reasonable time, t = 4, in which the trajectory crosses the verticl,,.a
axis. The sketch of this actual trajectory is given in Figure 4.
Now that we have n. particular dynamical system the simulation
requires observations of this system with noise contaminations.
These observations are generated by altering the actual states at
time t with additive error. This noise is prescribed by previous
requirements to be independent Gaussian with zero mean.
In 'Lbhe simulation program, the covariance matrix for noi,...
Q( t) is
IQ(t) = diagfl.O, 1.0, .813 . 81 1 .	 (5.1)
The initial time t 0
 is taken to be .25 and time t f is taken to be
16 or 16.25 depending on the step size. In general the matrix
Q(t) could be considered as a function of time t but this simulation
treats the noise as time invariant.
The original estimate is assumed to have certain statistical
properties. In this simulation the covariance matrix, P(t 0	 of
the error is
P(t 0 )
	
diagli.O., 1.0. 1.0, 1.01
	
(5.2)
0x
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Figure 4. Trace of Model's Actual Trajectory.
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The initiation of the computer program for the Kalman filter
requiruo the initial estimate, denoted by x(t 0 ), of the state
vector at time t © . In this simulation X!t 0 ) was taken to be
the actual value of the state at time t 0 pluk, one standar ,l
deviation. This standard deviation is obtained from the c13,agonu.i
elements of the P matrices given by (5.2). The initial#;t;itr^<at>t
vector is
911.75
X(to)	 151.0
-24
101
To compare the Kalman filter with the L. S. and M. V. U.
estimators the mapping matrix M needs to be the identity matrix.
In general a more elaborate observation structure for the Kalman
filter may be treated.
(')-3)
For the observation schedule variations were introduced in order
that we could observe the effects of different estimation techniques.
These simulations contrast large step size and small step size.
The large steps were generated by adding a time increment
At = .5 to the previous time to give a sequence of observations
with large time Increments, i.e., to = t o-1 + .5 which implies
t  = 16.25. The small steps were generated by adding a time
increment At = .25, i.e., t o = t o-1 + .25 which implies t  = 16.
.
F' h ' . rn;r,lor analy.,lcr in this ."imulation 1.0 the Cumpari3O11 of
Lho' differelit (".,tim it lure . chemes uuIrig various tapproximatlon., of tht,
.,*.tato tran.Utiun matrix ^. Tho rer,ults gL^noratell by the y ,rpproximrrte
,v ., for t_, acii estimatio n scheme wore ooritva.,tea wit,1 -1 G.Iw . ( oulto of
th t ' exact ^. The app roximate t rans ition matrlcefl, cieleet e,l wer o
4) 1 )	 , and (P ' given by ( 1 .23) .
This simulation was riot a Monte Carlo-type study. All of th,
rk ;, sults obtained utilized the ;g ame set of random number., rrw the
additive error in the observation vector.
if
	
	
These variations gave eight computer runs for each estimation
scheme. There are four alternate selections of the (P matrices, i.e:.,
4) , $1, (D 2 , and 4f 5 ; and two vari ations in the Observation schedule,
i.e., large time increments and small time increments. The complete
set of twenty-four possible combinations were investigated. The pro-
grsmmin4 and computing were performed at MSFC, Huntsville, Alabama.
The results of these simulations are given in Tables 1, 2, 3,
4, 5 1 6 9 7, and 8. In these tables xA(t f ) denotes the actual
sta g e of the dynamical system. An analysis of these results is given
in ("Ohapter 6.
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Table 1,	 4o;	 At -, 0.;") ;	 t 	 . 17.0.
XA(t f xL(tf1 x
	
(tr) x*(tf
x	
- 3 00-00 -d98.Oil -,310, It
v	 ')00. 00 501.42 `)00. 39 Odu. 
`j3
x	 -	 25. 00 -	 24 .88 -	 28.3F) _
	
Oo
y	 12.50 1.2.57 12.49 1,,^^3
diag Cov(x L (t f )) = (1.08, o.45, 0.01, 0.006)
diag Cov(x M (t f )) = ( -0.64, 0.01, -0.06, -0.001)
diag Cov(x*(t f )) = (0.06 9 0.01 9
 0.007, 0.002)
i
t
i
i
i
i
i
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Table 2; ^ 1 ; At = 0.25; t f
 = 16.0.
xA(t f ) xL(tf) xM(tf) X	 (tf)
x	 -300.00
-298.04
-299.60 -299.54
y	 500.00 602.31 371.46 491.48
x	 - 25.00
	 - 24.88
	 - 24.98
	
- 24.9E
y	 12.50	 - 8 !x.92	
- 5.35
	
11.38
t
diag Cov (x L ( t f )) =	 (1.08, 1,,08, 0.01, 0.31)
diag Cov (xM ( t f ))	 = (0.06, 0.03, 0.001 9 .001)
diag Cov ( x* (t f ) )	 = ( 0.06, 0-0 14 ., 0.00.1, 0.0002)
w'^
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Table 3	 QD 2 ;	 At = 0.25;	 t f = 16.0.
xA(t f ) XL (t f ) xM(tf) x^t(tf)
x	 -300.00 -298.03 -299.49
-299.54
y	 500.00 -202.84 369.07 502.06
x	 - 25.00
	
- 24.88	 - 24.95	 - 211 .90
y	 12.50
	 2,995-35
	
-	 4.78	 1.2 .71
t
diag Cov(x L (t f )) =	 (1.08, 16.98, 0.01, 548.82)
diag Cov(xM (t f )) =	 (0.06, 0.04, 0.001, 0.002)
diag Cov(x*(t f )) =	 (0.06, 0.04, 0.001, 0.0002)
6
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Table 4;	 4) 5 ;	 At = 0.25;	 tf = 16.0.
xA(t f) XL (t f ) xM(tf) x* (t f)
x	 -300.00 -298.04 -298.82 -299.54
y	 500.00 760.43 157,79 403.10
x	 - 25.00
	 - 24.88	 - 24.80
	 -
 L')14.()6
y	 12.50
	 -3684.24	 - 23.49	 11.56
r
diag Cov(x L (t f )) = (1.08 ) 4.78, 0.01 3
 1279.99)
diag Cov(x M (t f )) = ( 0.04, 
-0.04, -0.001, -0.0003)
diag Cov(x(t f )) = (0.06, 0.04, 0.001, 0.0002)
Y
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Table 5;	 (P;	 At = 0.50;
	 t f, = 16.25.
xk(tf) xL(tf) xM(t f ) x*(tf)
-306.25
-303.78
-305.27 -305.81
503.11 504.62 503.38 503.16
-	 25.00 -	 24.69
-	 24.85 - r-
12.4o 12.54 12.40 12.1,11
x
Y
x
y
diag Cov(x L (t f )) = (2.20, 0.88 3
 0.02, 0.01)
diag Cov(x M (t f )) = (0.16, 0.14, 0.004, 0.003)
diag Cov(x*(t f )) = (0.11 9
 0.08, 0.001, 0.0004)
ATable 6;	 (D 1 ;	 At	 = 0.50;	 t I,	 =	 16.25.
xA(tf ) XL(tf) Xm(t f)
x -306.25 -303.78 -306.78
y 503.11 617.43 310.01
x -	 25.00 -	 24.69 -	 25.00
y 12.40 -120.60 5.43
r
l
diag Cov(xL (t f })	 _ (2.20 3	2.20, 0.02,	 0.99)
diag ov	 (x	 (t	 ))M	 f _	 (0.13	 0.02 0.001	 -0.0005)
diag Cov(x*(t f ))	 _ (0.11,	 0.03 3 0.001,	 0.000)
f"
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X *(tf)
-305.81
369.20
- 24.95
0.00
Table 7;	 0 2 ;	 6t - 0.50-.	 t f = 16.25.
xA(t f )
A
xL(tf)
A
Xm(t f ) x* ( t f)
x	 -306.25 -303.78 -305.59 -305.81
y	 503.11 -492.6o 382.70 558.67)
x	 - 25.00 -	 24.69 -	 24.91 -	 P4.05
y	 12.40 5,009.43 -	 3.17 13.1u
k
1
I
i
1
i
1
diag Cov(X L (t f )) _ (2.20, 57.31. 2 0.02 2 2099.21)
diag Cov(x M (t f }) _ ( 0.12, 0.09, 0.002, 0.005)
diag Cov(x*(t f )) 	 (0.11, 0.08, 0.001, 0.0004)
3
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Table 8;	 ^ u ;	 At - 0.50;	 t f,	 16.25.
xA(t f )
A
xL(tf)
A
xM(tf) x*(tf)
x	 306.25 -303.78 -385.70 -305.81
y	 503.11 969.21 -1728.49 421.99
x	 - 25.00	 - 24.69	 - 32.02	 - 24.95
y	 12.40	 -7631.99	 - 83.49	 4.43
i
diag Cov(XL (t f )) 	 (2.20, 18.86, 0.02, 5684.46)
diag Cov(xM (t f )) = (0.23 9 -1.98 2 0.002, -0.005)
diag Cov(x*(t f )) _ (0.11, 0.04, 0.001, 0.0001)
Chapter VI: bummary and Future
It iv a well known fact that diagonal elements of cova,riince
matrices, that is, the variances are non-negative. When approxi-
t	 mate transition matrices are used, it is riot surprio Ln , that the.
covariance matrix of an estimator yields negative variance 's. This
situation arises due to the fact that the approximate transition
matrix may be singular at some time steps. For example, in T,%isle
6 the estimate of y is zero and the variance of the estimate L.,
zero. This resulted from the fact 4) 1 (0.25; 0.25) is singular.
In Table l which uses the exact transition matrix with time
step At = .25 the covariance matrix for the M. V. U. estimator
exhibits negative components. The reason for this occurrence at
this time is unknown. In Table 5 which gives the results for the
exact transition matrix with time step At = .50 the covariance
matrix for the M. V. U. estimator is well behaved. Thus further
investigation is needed.
The most important conclusion drawn from this study is that
m
for this linear model the Kalman filter is the best estimation
scheme for estimating the actual state vector. In particular in
{	 Table 8; (D 5 ; At = .50; t f = 16.25 note that x L (t f ) and xM(tf)
are very poor estimates while x(t f ) was closer to the actual state
vector.
Another conclusion is that the covariance matrix for the
L. S. estimator reflected the fact that the estimations were poor.
This is expected when the exact transition matrix is used but
somewhat surprising for approximate transition matrices.
f
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As it was previously mentioned this was riot a Monte Carly
.study. The same set of random variables were used for each
estimation scheme. Thus, a future task could be to compare the
estimat"' ors for many different sets of random variables.
Another future task would be to apply this study to a r«nlinear
model.
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`I rlrr)11rh(--)11t this appendix the f") I lowillp i lint, at i ron ,  III I I
11."t'd.
I., mathert ►atleal expectat-loll.
X	 (witii or withnut
vector valued random varl,-&11^.
V	 covariance matrix.
A ) B	 matrices of constanta.
FACT 1:	 J,f Xl, X 2,-- - , Xn are vector valued random vtrlriahlu,-^
of the same dimension, then
n	 n
E[E
1
Xi ]	 1EXi
FACT 2: If X is a m x I vector valued random variable and A
ano B are matrices of constants with dimensions n x m and m x 1.
respectively, then
E[AX + B] = AEX + B.
FACT 3: If V is a covariance matrix of a non-degenerate
random vector X. then V is positive definite and symmetric.
NOTE: V = E(X-EX)(X-EX), where I denotes the transpose.
FACT 4: Let X be a p x 1 random vector with mean vector p
and nonsingular covariance matrix V. If B is a p x p nonsingular
matrix, then Y = BX has mean vector BP and covariance matrix
BVB!.
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"^'hr
	
^a^^ ► ^^ «t	 thi.i	 appendix the followln^, not.atl-nLl	 will	 h"
l j k - o l l .
A j h V	 (Witt) rar wi thout Sub."'or-11,ts 	 -at,rl
A'	 tr rn ,.,)p ,0e of matrix A.
A -1	 inverse of matrix A.
(whenever, A -1, is utled It, 1", •^..^^^,rsa,
that A is a squaro matrix and 11,%-,  
inverse.)
0	 a matrix of zeroes.
I	 identity matrix.
X	 vector.
FACT 1:	 (A + B) ' - P ' + B'
FACT 2:
	
(AB)' - 13' A'
FACT 3:
	
(A')- 1 = (A- l ) ^
FACT 11:	 If A = (A 1 , A2 1 ... , An ) then
Al'
A t = A2'
An'
where A i is m x m for each	 i	 =	 1., .. ,n.
FACT 5:	 If Ax = x	 for all vectors x, then A =	 T, the
identity matrix.
FACT 6:	 If A is positive definite symmetric, then there
exists a matrix denoted by A;' which is nonsingular and symmetric
such that A = A	 0 . The inverse of A	 is denoted by A-	 and
A-^ A-;^ =
A-l.
FACT 7:	 If Vl , V2) ..., Vn are positive definite symmetric
matrices of dimension p	 x p, then
IV	 • • •()1
Vi n	
0	 V4,
(^	 • r • Y"
and
vl ,^ 	 ...0
0	 V2 ...0
z
V
n	 (^	 ..•Vn
where C is a p x p matrix of zeroes.
FACT 8: The rank of matrix A i.s equal to the rank of A'.
The rank of A equa b the rank of AA' and the rank of A'A.
FACT 9: If A is a n x p matrix with rank p where p !. ri, the
rank of A'A is p and A'A is positive definite.
FACT 10: The rank of AB is less than or equal to the minimum
of the rank of A and the rank of B.
FACT 11: If A is nonsingular, then the rank of AB is the rank
of B.
_	 t'
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